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Example 1: A square version of the show

Example 2: A TV graphic created for a cast

poster for the Annual Young Playwrights

appearance on Great Day Live, a local morning

Festival (for social media).

talk show.

Example 3: A messaging map developed to further institutional
marketing goals. The map was integrated with talking points, brand
colors, and pillars for categorization. (NOTE: sensitive information
has been retracted.)

MARKETING
From a November '20 press release announcing a new world-premiere commission:
CTC Announces New Collaboration and Commission
(LOUISVILLE, KY) Commonwealth Theatre Center (CTC) announces the commission of a
world-premiere audio drama by playwright Denmo Ibrahim. The piece will be inspired by
several local community partners within the Louisville area, with specific focus on Muslim
youth, to develop an inclusive performance for young audiences.
The commission is part of CTC’s groundbreaking “Connecting Cultures” residency program,
supported by a three-year grant from the Doris Duke Foundation for Islamic Art. Awarded in
2019, the grant provides funding for a mix of intensive residency programs and long-term
partnerships along with funding for a new original production. Community partners include
Nur Islamic School, Imagine Blind Players, the LGBTQ-focused Louisville Youth Group and
others.
“I’m thrilled to engage with the Muslim community in Louisville,” said playwright Denmo
Ibrahim. “With the support of the Doris Duke Foundation for Islamic Art, I’ll be able to work
closely with CTC’s diverse community on personal stories of immigration, assimilation and
their experience of being outside a mainstream, dominant culture. Developing an audio
project for young people on such big themes will be a powerful way to create intimacy and
inclusion.”
Ibrahim was identified as part of a national search for a MENASA (referring to the Middle
East, North Africa and South Asia region) playwright who embodies the spirit of inclusion
and diversity championed by the Connecting Cultures project.
“Denmo is an incredible storyteller,” said Hallie Dizdarevic, CTC’s Director of Creative
Engagement and project lead for “Connecting Cultures.” “Her writing has a magical quality
that will captivate and inspire young listeners, while empowering them to imagine a future
without limit.” ...

MARKETING
From a November '20 press release announcing a new world-premiere commission
(continued):
CTC Announces New Collaboration and Commission
... “Connecting Cultures” documents and celebrates the unique experiences of Muslim youth
as well as other underrepresented communities. Ibrahim’s work will transform their
intersecting narratives into an original production, where region-wide audiences can view
themselves in the struggles and triumphs that transcend stereotypes.
“Seeing people for who they are, what they value, and how they fit into the tapestry of
American identities begins with moments of personal connection,” said CTC Artistic Director
Charlie Sexton. “Theatre’s immediacy, and in particular the intimacy of an audio performance,
opens new doors for people to identify with and learn from people different from
themselves.”
While the pandemic has forced changes to programs and timelines for “Connecting
Cultures,” CTC has worked diligently to ensure that the project moves forward.
“As this project has evolved during these tumultuous times, it has been a joy to collaborate
with Denmo,” said Dizdarevic. “From the start, this project has been about fostering a new
generation of storytellers–one that genuinely reflects the fabric of our Louisville community.
“Though the path may have had a few unexpected turns this past year, I am absolutely
certain that we are headed in the right direction and can’t wait to share what we’ll discover
through this journey.”
###

DEVELOPMENT
From the Spring '20 emergency crowdfund ask, which raised $25,000 in unrestricted funds:
As theatre-makers, we tell stories. And the stories unfolding before us right now are nothing
short of remarkable. Whether it’s our young playwrights, who, as we speak, are jotting down
their experiences and crafting the plays which will define our upcoming Young Playwrights
Festival, or the students participating in NTI, craving an expressive outlet and eagerly
consuming our virtual offerings, our students are responding to today's needs by doing what
they do best: making great theatre.
For Commonwealth Theatre Center to pivot our resources and help our students tell these
stories to the best of our ability, we’re going to be doing a lot of improvising this year.
Your donation will directly support:
The Walden Theatre teaching artists who have spent countless hours bottling the magic
that is live theatre for all of us to enjoy, be it remotely or in person.
The iconic 1123 Payne Street campus, currently being adapted to meet the social
distance needs of today.
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion initiatives that will embolden our staff and students to
create theatre we can see ourselves in.
Our Connecting Cultures residency program, which works directly with young people
who perceive themselves to be different and empowers them to be confident and proud
of the stories that define them.
Your nationally-recognized neighborhood theatre company and the 55,000+ lives we
touch each year.
The world is starting to look a lot different for all of us, but it is because of loyal supporters
like you that we can pave a path forward and continue to cultivate the next generation of
empowered, creative problem-solvers. Thank you for your generosity, and for being a valued
member of our Commonwealth Theatre Center family.

DEVELOPMENT
From a grant proposal to the Doris Duke Foundation, which was successfully funded at
$225,000:
Inspired by the tradition of leaving a "ghost light" on in a darkened theater, Actors Theatre of
Louisville pledges to stand for and protect the values of inclusion, participation and
compassion for everyone—regardless of background. We aim to build a community, not just
an audience, and more so a community of people who feel like Actors Theatre belongs to
them. In 2018, we welcomed nearly 130,000 people into our spaces.
Our Community Conversation series has positioned Actors Theatre as a key player in the
discussion of important issues that are facing our community and highlighted in our plays.
The success of this program lies with our strong collaborations with other organizations,
ranging from social service agencies to educators to advocacy groups. Our most recent
success in this space took place this past January. Immediately following a performance of
PIPELINE, representatives from the Muhammad Ali Center, Metro United Way’s Black Male
Achievement initiative, and the Black Student Union connected with local grassroots
activists to unpack how systemic racism is impacting Louisville's public-school system. It was
our most well-attended and highly praised Community Conversation to date.
We recognize that cost can certainly be a factor in our ability to connect with
disenfranchised neighbors. To this point, our Community Ticket Grant program offers free
tickets to local groups and charities for opening night performances. Through this initiative,
community members are invited to join us for a celebration of new work during a worldpremiere performance with no financial barrier to entry. This past year, 45 area charities
participated in the program and we were able to serve over 1,300 local residents.
When aiming to bring in younger, more diverse audiences to a storied institution, there is
always the question of context. There is an assumption that theater can be elitist, and,
therefore, a "stuffy" affair that is less culturally accessible than other events that the target
audience in is used to attending. ...

DEVELOPMENT
From a grant proposal to the Doris Duke Foundation, which was successfully funded at
$225,000 (continued):
... With Ben's key vision on how performance needs to adapt and change to fit a younger
audience, we were able to reach a mass of people that usually do not attend Actors Theatre
and change their ideas about how performances here can operate and change past what
they have traditionally known. This impact resonates in our vision for engaging new
audiences moving forward.
In any project that seeks to push theatre forward into a new space, we have encountered
challenges pertaining to the traditional model of how theatre and performances should look
like being challenged. One of the challenges that became clear to us is that we must devote
time and resources to developing programming in a model that fits newer audience needs,
while also honoring and respecting the audience base that has spent decades with us. Often
times, when a theatre embarks on a new project like this in a partnership like we had with
Ben Sollee, we tend to take the artist/organization/new audience and assimilate them into
our culture and structure. In this upcoming project, we will focus more on meeting these
artists and communities where they are.
To this point, we recognize the importance of engaging our neighbors who self-identify as
African-American. Our overall engagement goals are to increase our family of stakeholders,
particularly those whose social location has been historically marginalized. This isolation
creates an additional barrier to those who have been unable to come into Actors Theatre and
utilize it as a social, artistic, and cultural home. Through the combined artistic contributions
of Actors Theatre and Idris Goodwin, we believe that we are in a unique, bolstered position
to meet the African-American community in West and South Louisville where they are and
bring them into our spaces. With this project, we intend to work through the economic and
social systems of oppression through the creation of a play surrounding a pivotal moment in
the life of Muhammad Ali (a native son of West Louisville) with a holistic approach to how
this work can create awareness and understanding for the African-American community in
Greater Louisville.

